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OUR HISTORY
Bright House Trading LLC. started in the year 2000 as one of the leading 
companies in the Sultanate of Oman catering all types of Metal design ,
fabrication & the exclusive supplier of Lumes Chandeliers. 
It’s been successful with lots of various projects in the region. Some of
the projects are ; Chedi Hotel in Muscat , Al Bahja Commercial Complex,
Hilton Paris, Movenpick Hotel in Yemen, Crown Plaza in Belgium etc.
The Interior & Graphic design department was established three years
ago and consists of a dedicated team of designers . We also provide 
�re protection & security systems ie. CCTV  &  intrusion alarm for 
various projects where required.



INTERIOR DESIGN

Our design team is fully dedicated to
give the customer a unique experience
of transforming his dreams into reality .

We create a design that is a�ordable,
sustainable & unique in concept and
idea. Originality is an integral part of
our philosophy. 



What we can provide :

We design the project from scratch based 
on a very strong concept .
We provide all the required Autocad drawings
and 3D renders  . 
We are responsible for managing the contractors
to carry out the work upon client’s request .
We can design any piece of furniture to suit
the style of the project .



With Bright House Trading LLC , you can do
any style you are after, whether it is ultra modern,
contemporary, Arabic, French chic or eclectic.

We create harmony into your space where each 
room has a sense of synergy.







SPA DESIGN





APARTMENT



Artistic Metal Work
 We combine today’s technology ,
 uncompromising standards
and old world craftsmanship to achieve 
brilliance in metal fabrication. We provide
custom metal fabrication in a broad range
of metal thicknesses , and finishes for 
various industries and consumers.

STAINLESS STEEL
MOVENPICK HOTEL DOHA



STAINLESS STEEL

Working from your drawings , sketches or concepts,
we analyze, evaluate & fabricate  with both an
aesthetic & a  functional approach. We o�er a range
of �nishes such as mirror, polished, satin, powder 
coated or bronze . 

BMW SHOWROOM

NISSAN SHOWROOM



STAINLESS STEEL
SHANGRI LA

THE CHEDI MUSCAT



THE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF CHOUEIFAT 

STAINLESS STEEL
MARKAZ AL BAHJA MALL



CAST ALUMINUM



WROUGHT IRON



CHANDELIER
We are proud to be the exclusive 
agents of Lumes Chandeliers. We 
can custom make any design of lighting 
required by the client whether classical 
or modern. We have done many projects in
the area like female prayer room-Grand 
MosqueTaimur Mosque, Sayida
Mazoun Mosque, Shangri La hotel, Sonia 
hotel-India, Movenpick hotel- Sanaa.

CHANDELIER LUMES

SONIA HOTEL INDIA



CHANDELIER
MOVENPICK HOTEL-SANAA

AL SAYIDA MAZOUN MOSQUE

124 000crystals



CHANDELIER
BRASS LANTERNSHANGRI LA



SECURITY SYSTEMS
& FIRE PROTECTION OUR PRODUCTS 

SAFES 

CCTV 

AUTOMATION   SYSTEM   
FOR          GATES 

INTRUSION    ALARM 

FIRE    ALARM 

FIRE   EXTINGUISHER 

MACKAL was founded in march 1982 in 
Antelias and Achrafieh, Lebanon. It started
its activities with safes, fire extinguishers,

shredders and check writers.
3PRO is a sister company of MACKAL ,and has

a very good experience and history in
Lebanon, and its starting introducing its

new activities in Oman with new 
products and high qualities.

SAFES

Protecting your valuables and
vital records from �re or theft
is your main business.
For decades, we have been 
dedicated to the toughest and 
most secure safes, depositories,
and lock boxes in the world.

INTRUSION ALARM

When your security sta�
cannot be everywhere at once,
your security system can.
People want to be able to
sleep soundly at night safe,
knowing that there is no
chance of anyone breaking 
into their home , shops or
companies without it triggering
an alarm and calling the
police



AUTOMATIC SYSTEM 
FOR GATES FIRE EXTINGUISHER

A proper �re extinguisher is the
best cost-e�ective defense against 
property damage from a �re. By 
choosing the right type, �re 
extinguishers save lives and property
by putting out small �re or 
containing one until the �re 
department arrives.

Gate automation has become increasingly
popular in recent years as di�erent type 
of electric gate kits are available for all
types of applications, wether for swing
gates or sliding gates in domestic or 
commercial situations. Beside enhancing
the appearance of your home automatic
gates increase safety and security and 
very convenient to use.

FIRE ALARM CCTV

We aim to increase the popularity of
HD-CCTV products and enable them to go
into our daily life, business-industrial
area, and the public environment. 
People are comfortable to see security 
products around them. We dare to 
challenge and implement new 
technology, and bringing new vision.

Fire alarms are among the most 
common household safety devices
with good reason; a well-placed
smoke detector can be a serious
life saver if a �re breaks out.
And since they are so inexpensive
there is no execuse not to have at
least one at your home or business.

Our Suppliers
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